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FOREWmORD
This reoort was prepared by The ConneOctiout
Hard Rubber
Connecticut under USAP Contract No. Ap

con &a

;25")-.
The contract
initiated under Project No.
6312, wGround
Crew
ProtectivewasClothing,"
Task No. 64498,
Rooket Propellant protectic,
formaerly MO No. 666-350,
"Protective Clothing Against special Hazards,* and Was
administeroed under the direction of the Materials
Laboratory,
Directorate of Research, Wright AtI' Development
Center, wi th
Mr. C. W. Long acting as project engineer.
The period covered by this report is from 1 June 1954
to
31 July 19%5.
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ABSTRACT
A coated fabric comprising a thin coating of aluminumpigmented polychlorotrifluoroethy2lene on glass fabric backed
with a low-density silicon* rubber sponge, and having an overall thickness of 0.070 inch, was developed for us3e in protective
clothing for personnel In danger of being exposed briefly to
a chemical fire, at temperatures up to 10000P. The fabric shows
excellent resistance to fuming nitric acid and other oxidizers

and fuels,, is flexible and useful over a temperature range of
-800P t~o +390'*?.

This fabric construction showed a temperature rise on the
Inside surface Of less than 1000P after direct exposure to a
flame caused by mixing white fuming nitric acid and monoethylaniline. Peak-flane temperatures averaging about 1600OF three
second& after mixing the reactants were measured wi th thermocouploes
The fabric was non-porous to 10000? steam, and Was
not penetrated by reaction products of the ethyl aniline-fuming
nitric acid combustion*

Polyethylene and pOlyethylene-Vistaziox blends were cured
with peroxide wan were resistant to iamperatUres of 2500P.
They also shoved Improved resistSM03 to penetration by white
fuming nitric acid.
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INTRODUCTION
The object of this contract was to develop a material
suitable for the fabrication of protective clothing for
personnel who might be exposed briefly to a chemical fire
at temperatures up to 1000P. The material was to be
resistant to blite fuming nitric

acid,

monoethylaniline

It was to be flexible throughand hydrazins (94 percent).
out the temperature range of -67°F to 1570 P.
In the handling of the special fuels which are used in
personnel are liable to be exposed to tuming
Uinder Contract No.
nitric acid and other oxidizing agents.
AP 33(616)-1551 The Connectiout Hard Rubber Company developed
a chemically resistant coaLed fabric suitable for the fabrication of protective clothing to be used under normal tam.erature -o,-itiom . This clothing, lhowev54 would not protect
On th5 other
the wearer should fuels accidentally ignite.
hand, there are a number of rescue suits presently In uSe
eoy,
which will withstand reasonable exponure to 10004P.
however, are perseable to fuming nitric acid and to the toxic
reaotlon products, such as the superheated vapors, fourd when
rocket fuels are Ignited. Also, those rescue suits are Sonerally quite hoary and awktard, and would be very unoomfortable
as protective clothing for daily work use.
guided missiles,

At a aoetlog hold at Vright Air Development Center on
June 2, 1Q54 , it we* decided that the material developed under

this contract would be used it the fabrication ot a ightweiht escape suit rather than a rescue suit.
Althouth no greet pressure is exerted when rocket fuole
are iinlt*i
in an wi,:onfin.4 space, an individual In the
Immediate area would be spattered with unreaoted fumting nitric
Be would also be exposed to flaios and tomacid or fuel.
sratures of about 1000P. At this toeqaraturo, any ataoephn'Io
sisatur,
reactants, ar reaction products would be turned to
Vith these factors In mind, a fabric wea
suporhatod veporse
designed consisting of a thin layer oa sillcone rubber sporge
on loses fabric coated uith a heat-ref•ltive acid-resietant
barrior as a protecti1o *agist possible splashif with white
fuaing nitric acid in daily use. A protectiv, suit made fro
a fabric of this kind wculd be relatively light In waiot.,
flexible, ahd reasonably comfortable to the wearo?.
43

1.

desorIbed in

this report, a number or sexloas weo

Ise"Otes titer to rstramea's 91bWSm04.U

W,-C TR .95-341

prepared by varying the component layors. These samples and
various samples of comercial fabrics vw ) subjected to radiAcid-resistant
ant heat and superheatod zteam of 1000o1
coating materials were compared by the I-Cell permeability
t.st. The best constructions were exposed to a flame produced
by mixing white fuming nitric &aidwith mnooethylanillne, and
penetration and effect on the fabric surface were
the, hot
naotd.

-

----

;

Contract No- kp 33(616)-254,

effective I Jun

1954,

stipulates rosearoh and development of a ohMio9117 rOseta
fabric which vill provide protection against proximit7 to

fies

at 10000?.

Artiole. or services
A. Develop a fabric or abaio coambination capable of
protettI• a man splashed
vith whit.fumin nitric said and

aoerammutly expoaed t0 a heat of 10000P. The fabria shall
ailso p"Oema chemical risaitance to sonethyimniline and
bqdrmuino

So
follow1in

(90) *

The fabric or fabric cobinati•n not have the
target propertioeu
I.
SuiAtabilityto?
of the clotbe

fabrication b7 know
induastr

2.

Good sowm etticioaoy Aao

3.

Adeoquate abW•65g- azn flex-"e

Oeehaiques

stabi'13ty
tawo

Shall not give off umes upon apsyloatIon
I.

of 1000P heat, whlbh would iajure persomzel

S. Good t1ezibilit whom tested aoeow•in
fliedbi1it t••t in OW Spseifioattl

to
N L-Pkl,
exeopt hbla teowata e sha"I be 1570
T'eA of 1700V and the low
qeramture shall

wide,

0*. •w•lh 100 jards o•t abr•c, not l.oe then 36 inchs
M oo"Ieti~M Of Gootraco.

D. Urpo-e And fash
2D0 oopies of eaoh or three
qusatewly propses npomts, and 20 copies of a fin•mi iary

ViOC Ti 55-32i4
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EXPERIMENTAL PART
Experiment

..

Comparative Heat-Stability of Selected Silicone
Rubber Compounds

Objectt To obtain data on the heat-stabiiity of various
silicone rubber compounds by aging cured slabs at 700OF.
Results: As a result of aging tests on seven silicone
rubber compounds, two were selected for the best retention
of elongation and tensile strength for extreme high-temperature work. The two compounds, 207-5 and 217, survived
eight hours' aging at 700 0 F, the former showing slightly
better physical characteristics after aging.
Samples of
Compound 207-5, after eight hours' aging, showed an average
tensile strength of alrdost 600 psi with 25 percent elongation, while Compound 207-1, after only four hours' aging,
displayed a tensile strength of 490 psi and only 10 percent
elongation.
Samples of Compound 207-1 were too brittle to
be tested after eight hours of aging. Various blends of
Compound 207-1 and Compound 207-5 were also aged, improvement being noted as the percentage of Compound 207-5 in the
blend was increased.
Procedure: Several 6 x 6 z 0.075 inch test slabs were prepared from each compound and were subjected to a press cure
of 1ý minutes at 2500F, followed by an oven cure of 24 hours
at 4600F. The samples were cut into i x 6 inch &tripe uhich
were aged in a circulating air-oven at 700 0 P. After the
aging, standard dumbbells wore die-out from the strips, and
physical properties were detemined.
Data:

See Table 1

Discusa•ions It is felt that Compound 207-5 showed the aging
properties most desired for a high-tomperaturo-resistant
sponge-fabric compound, where retention of softness and
elongation are of prime importance.
Compound 208 was included here as a specific flameresistant compourA.

VADC TE 55-324

?L&3 I
BHIGH-TSKaIRATURM (?COO?) AGING OF SILICONI RUSBBk
SUITABLE FOR USE AS 3P0IGE IN ACID- AND ?LAM-RDISTANT FABRIC 1
Compound

Modulus

No.
207-1

Twnsile,

Psi

L

380

625

625
490
Too Brittle

200
10

75
100+

730

200

68

630

25

96

755

225

63

460

40

88

10

99

710

15

99

740

250

58

440

655
640

50

25
15

80

SHm

910
585
630
it;

300
40
25
25

55
84
93
92

Control 2

515

75

58

4 Hre s 700'?

730
575

15
10

98
100*

675
465
670
700

250
25
15
15

50
87
94
95

control 2
4 Hr• @ 70'F
8 f•r
Control

2

4 Hrx

07W?

370

730

Too Brittle

'

*

8 lre

Control

2

Too Brittle
340

655

4 Hr@ 7007?
8 Hr"
8 Hre

207.-45

Control

2

4 Hre
8 HrS
8 Hra

207-5

"208

345

625

0
N

310

645

0
0

Control 2
4 HrS 07o'
8 Hro
8 Hro

217

600

O7O'F

Control 2
7000it
8 Hru
'
8 Hr

8 Hre
8 Hr.

a Du*,

Too Brittle

8 Hre

207-34

Hardness,

200%

8 Hrs3
207-23

1lorg.,

1

Us Brittle

280

675

Notest

92
94

1000

CO Jaaws used on Scott Tester with samples having lee. than 25 percent
elongation; otherwise standard Z clamps used,
2. All samples pres-cured 15 minutes at 250OF end oven-cured 24 hours t. •O0 '? before
aping.
1.

Type

3.

Blend of 75 percent Compound 207-1, 25 percent Compound 207-5.
Blend of 50 perer.' Compound 207-1, 50 percent Compound 207-5.

S4.

5. Blend of 25 percent Compound 207-1, 75 percent Compound 207-5.
-ADCTRS5-324
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Experiment 2:

Development of Sponge-Fabric

Object; To devalop a sponge compound to meet the specific
requirements for a high-temperature-resistant, insulating
sponge-fabric, i.e., minimum density, softness, flexibilIty, and stability at high temperature.
Results: With the use of the soft, high-temperature-resiat
nt
compound selected from the previous experiment, Compound
207-5, a flexible sponge-glass fabric combination of
very
low density was developed, suitable for continuous blowing
and curing in standard production equipment.
The specific
gravity of the 'o. 116 glass fabric-sponge ocmbination
was
0.22 at a thickness of 3/16 inch, 0.26 at 1/8 inch,
and
0.35
at 1A6 inch.
The thickness after blowing and curing was
found to be quite reproducible t' 5 percent, or loss),
curves relating over-all final tEickness and specific and
gravity
with over-all initial thickness were made (Figures 1
and 2)
to facilitate, production of sponge-fabric of any desired
thickness and of minimum density. The selected silicon*
rubber sponge compound was designated as Compound No.
233.

?rooadtu-es

A total of fifty-nine sponge-fabric samples were
fabricated by the following general procedure.
The base
silicone rubber compound was prepared by blending the
gum
and filler
on a small laboratory rubber mill.
To this were
added varying amounts of blowing agent and curing catalysts
Five different blowing agents and three different curing
catalysts, covering a wide range of activating tenperature,
were tested over wie. variations in concentration.
The
blowing agent and catalyst were carefully blended into
the
rubber stock on a cold mill, and the stock was refined
to
produce uniform and reproducible blowing* The sponge
compounds were then calondered onto So. 116 glass
fabric
to the desired Initial thickness#

Nost of the saples wee

blowm ýerm an initial total thickness of 0.035 inch;
were varied in Initial thickness from 0.020 !nch to some
0.040
inch. A flat metal clamp was attached to each end of
eao*i
strip, and tho strips werse suspended In a circulatIon-alr
oven to b, blotat and cured. All samples were blom and
cured wi thin two hours after preparatio
of the compound
to minimize any degradation of blowing agent or catalyst.
The oven blowLin tauperature was varied over the range
300*-080@P.
Ali, aples
were heated at the blowing temperature

f4,t

4j80*P-

30 MInutes, and were then cured for one hour at

Datas

See Figures 1 and 2
Disoussions See the min Discussion Section of this
report.
VC TR 55-324
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COMPOUND No. 233
CALENDERED ON NoiIS

-

-

GLASS FABRIC
BLOWN AT 400 F

I

-

/~

-

O0

to

30

20

"40

so

OV0AALL INITIAL THICKNESS* MILS

FIG I FINAL SPONGE- FABRIC THICKNESS
AND INITIAL THICKNESS
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Experiment 3:

Preparation of Sponge-Fabric In Laboratory Tower

Object: To prepare sponge-fabric in continuous lengths,
a laboratory tower to blow and cure the sponge.

using

Results: Continuous lengths of glass fabric coated on one
side with a soft, low-density silicone rubber sponge were
fabricated with the use of a four-zone electrically heatea
pilot-scale tower.
Over-all blown thicknesses were varied
from 0.074 inch to 0.035 inch, with total weights of 1.21
and 0.86 pound per square yard, respectively.
The glass
fabric tape used was somewhat heavier than the No. 116 glass
fabric used in the previous experiment.
The sponge, Rlone,
showed specific gravities of 0.29 and 0.42, respectively.
Up to 25 parts of carbon tetrachloride added to small portAins
of the compound as a softener showed no detrimental effect
on the sponge product.
Both the sponge compound and the
continuous method were considered quite satisfactory.
Procedure: Figure 3 is a drawing of the laboratory vertical
tower into dhich glass fabric tape was fed. The tape passed
through two calender rolls at the base of the tower, then
passed up through the four eloctrically heated and irnividually controlled zones, each being two feet in length, then
o11t of the top of the tower and to a take-up reel.
The
take-up reel and the larger calender roll were driven. Thv
tape passed through the four zones, a distance of eight
feet, at a rate of twelve inch per minute, resulting in a
total heating time of eight minutes.
The silicone rubber sponge compound, No. 233, developed
in the previous experi- nt, was prepared on a laboratory
rubber mill just prior o use.
The compound was removed
from the mill in a convenient thickness and was fed into
the tower calender rolls to coat the glass fabric tape.
Up to 25 parts of carbon tetrachloride was added to small
portions of the stock as a softener, reducing the calender
load and stress on the tape.
Datas Glass fabric tape, two inches by 0.005 inch, weighing
4.2 ounces per square yard, was used, The tape speed was
maintained at twelve inches per minute.
The optimm tower
temperature ranped gradually from about 350lp in the bottom
zone to about 4:00P in the top tone. Samples cut from the
tapes are described 1abte?.

w&nc Tn 55-324
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PILOT .SC•TALE COATING TOWER

TABLE 2
SPONGE-TAPE DATA
Specific Gravity
Total
SpongeAlone

Total Blown
Thickness, Inch

Wei ht
Iba/sq yd

112

109

0.074
0.065

1.21
1.15

0.35

3.29

ill

0.057

1.03

0.39

0.86

0.52

0.31
0.42

Sample
No.

0.035

110

Disoussions

0.38

0.31

See the main Disaussion Seotion of this report
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Experiment 4:

Dispersion of a Silicone Sponge Compound
in T-luene and Carbon Tetrachioride

Object: To prepare soft paste-dispersions of a silicone
rubber sponge compound, using either toluene or carbon
tetrach•oride as a dispersant.
Tc prepare sponge fabrics
and to determidne the effect of those solvents on curing
and blowing, as compared with results obtained with undispersed compound (Experiment 2).
Results: The silicone rub)ber sponge compound can be dispersed
in either of the above solvents.
However, the specific
gravities of the sponge saimples made by dispersion-coating
were considerably higher than those obtained with undispersed
compound i.e.,
the ability
of the compound to 9pongswas
seriously decreased by the presea•ce of the solvents.
Toluene
was found to be more deleterious than carbon tetrachioride
(see Table 3).
Procedures
The silicone rubber sponge compound, No. 233,
selected in Sxperiment 2, was prepared on a small, laboratory
rubber mill, and wa~s then dispersed in toluene or carbon
tetrachloride tith the use of a small Hobart electric mixer.
Dispersions with solid contents varying from 23 to 52 percent
were made in this manner.
Dispersions having high solid
contents wore prepared on the mill.
The disperslons woere
spread on No. U16 glass cloth by means of Knowlton knifecoater in the ease of the leas
viaoout mixtures.
Me stiffer
mIxtures were applied by a three-roll, laboratory calender,
as noted in Table 3. After A drying period of one hour at
room temperature, the saMle
woere suspended and oured in
an eir-oiroulatbrV oven for 30 alnutea at 4000P.
The
specific gravity and weight per square yard of *aso
sample
were then measured and recorded.
tata

Data may be found in

%w, TH 55 -U4

Table

1

3.

g.

U

3

140
rim.,

~~10
V,4

91

r-

r?

-

.-

4

-.

.4

r-4

1.4

-

1.4

hi U

55-32
T2

vx
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Experiment

53

Application of Acid-Resistant Coatings

Object: To determine the best methods for applying various
acid-resistant barrier materials onto the face of heatresistant fabrics.
(The question of adhesion is covered in
Experiment 6).
Results: Several satisfactory coating techniques were developed, and samples were prepared for H-cell tests. Polyfluoron, Kel-P Elastomer, and a polyethylene-Vistanox blend
were used as acid-resistant coatings.
Procedures
I.

Spray Coating
a.

Polyfluoron (polychlorotrifluorooth2le1

)

STwo 6 x 6 Inch samples of Vaoal-fabrio (vacuumdeposited almirnum on No. 116 glass fabric) were fastened
to an aluminum sheet and stretched tight. A Polyfluoron
dispersion, diluted with Dispersant 84m to aboot 20 peront
solids* was sprayed on the Vacal-fabrio tc i wet thickness
of about 0.002 inch, and the saaples were imrdicately plamed
in an oven at 480'? for 20 manutes.
The sople. war* tiUn
removed from the oven, and one of thei was .penchod in vati.w
This procedure was repeated twice, the one semple beln#
quenched after fuion of eab ooating. k good f"lm rosultod,
approximately two mile thick, but a brownish
odor was evident
In the ooating. Several pairs of ampln were rua to ohok
tble phanomenon, but the brcin color persieted.
In order to eliainate this coloratlon, the Vaoal-feabio
was pretreated at 6000P for one hour to rmove anT volatile
material.
Whan the pretreate4d tabIs was sproy-coated in
the cou•enr described above, a *olorless, tratmparent costiug
(0.002 inch) resulted. A drop of fu.ing nitA'io acid plked
on thw aurface did not appear to penetmts or diseoolo the
aluinum beneath.
The above Polyfluoron dispersion was mcditla4 by the
addition of 10 parts by weight of' aluminum powder per one
busArad part. of rsin solids. Ti ¶Iatorle was app*ycoated onto so. 116 glass fabrio, fused, and qu.nohod as
above. To coats woere foilowed by ore coat of clea-r poifluoran to yield a rinished coati.g, 0.002 inch ia Woknec.

b(ADC TR

55-324&
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b.

Kel-P Elastoer

Two 6 x 6 inch samples of Vacal-fabric were fastened to
an aluuninum sheet and spray-coated with a 5 percent solution
of Kal-F Elastomer jum in a mixture of methyl isobutyl
ketone and toluene (50:50), to which had been added 3 parts
of benzoyl peroxide.
Eight spray passes were applied, four
in each direction. Tht coating was dried and then baked at
3009P for 30 minutes.
Due to the fact that the Vacal-fabrio
was not heat-trested, the brown color was again in evidence,
but.otherwise t . coat•ing appeared to be very good.
On
xipeating the above procedure using heat-treated Vacal-fabric,
colorless, transparent coatings, about 0.002 inch thick, were
obtained- A drcp of fuming nitric acid did not appear to
pý.netrzte the coating nor was the aluminuu• *eneath discolored*
co

Polyethylene-Vistanex

(O086O

blond)

Attempts were made to spray-coat Vacal-fabrio with a
percent solution of the polyethylene-Vistanex blond In
toluenoo Good films were not obtained, due to the viscosity
of the solution. Further experimentation on this method
was not considerad practical at that time.
2.

Knife Goati!%
a.

Polyfluoron (polyohlorotrifluoroethyleno)

k holland cloth leader was stretched in the Knowlton
Coater, and two 6 % 6 inch samples of heat-treated Vacalfabric wore trapod flat to its surface.
The knife was
adjusted to lust aloar the samples, and the Polyflucrc
dispersion (" percent solids) was placed =i the leader.
The knifo waia then smoothly drawn over the samples to givo
an even coating. T1. knife was reset, and a pass was &ads
in the opposite direction. Fusion was accomplished by
baking At 48000 for 20 mtnutes. Samples were quenched after
fusion. This proofuie resulted in a fused coating having
a thickness of about 0.0005 inch. Two more coats wore
applied in the same vanner, a final coating having a thicknoss of about 0.0015 inch being obtained. A smooth, even
coating resulted which vus apparently impervious to fuming
nltric acid (drop test). No brown discoloration was evident
in at.w of the samples.

The above Polyfluoron dispersion (41 percent solids) was

modirfed by the addition of 10 parts of aluainum powder per

one hundred pQrts of resin solids. This mixture was knifeooated onto No. 116 glass fabric, fused, and quenched as

ADC TR 55-3415

above.
Two coats were followed by one coat of clear Polyfluoron to result in a finished coatlzg, 0.002 inch in
thickness.

b.

Kea-F Elastomer

Two 6 x 6 inch samples of Vacfa-fabrli were taped to the
leader, and coatings were prepared in the manner doscribed
above, using a 30 percent solut on of KeI-7 mlastomer gum,
to which isparts of benzoyl peroxide were added,
The coating
was allowed to air-dry to a tacky consistency before the.
3smplab were placed in an oven at 3000F for 30 minutes.
A
smooth, even c oating, about 0.00025 inch thick, resulted.
Two mors coatings were applied in the same Way, a final
coating having a thickness of about 0.00125 inch being
obtained.
The coating was tr=sparent and quite flexible.
Aluminum powdor (10 parts per one hundred parts of
polymer) was added to the KeXl-? Elatomer solution above.
This mixture was knife-coated onto No. 116 glass fabric in
the same manner as atove, and was dried and cured.
Two
coats were followed b one cloar coating to produce a finished coating, 0.002 noh in thickness.
Knife-coatings were also made on No. 116 glass fabric
using 1e1-P Elastomr compounded as follows (designated

Compound No. 89 by tho M. W. Kellogg Company and recoarnded
for acid-resistance)s
Xel-P Slastoner
Zinc Oxide

100 parts
10

Dyphos
Benz oyl Peroxide

10

"

3

U

This compound was prepared on a standard rubber mill

and was disporsed as 10 percent solids in a 50s50 mixture
of methyl isobutyl ketone and toluene.
Three coats were
applied, as above, to produce a
&finished coating, 0.002
inch in thickness.
-O

Plyethylens-Vistanez

(4j08 6 0 bland)

No difficulty
was encountered in the knife-ooating of
the polyothylene-Vistanex blend, provided the solution was
ipp.iod hot (160-180oP).
A 5 percent solution wAS used in
this experiment.
The hot solution was poured onto thro
leader, and the Vaoal-fabric samples were knife-coated once
in each direction.
They were then allowed to &it dry before

being finally dried in an oven at 1600P for 15 minutes.

WADC TR 55-34
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Three coats were applied in this way, and an excellent film,
about 0.002 inch thick, resulted.
A drop of fuming nitric
acid did not appear to penetrate the film.
The above solution of polyethylene-Vistanex was pigmented
with 10 parts of aluminum powder per one hundred parts of
polymer, and knire-coated onto No. 116 glass iabric.
Two
coats were followed by one clear coating to produce a fiaished coating, 0°002 inch in thicknes3.
Discussion: See main Discussion Section of this report.

WADC TH 55-324
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Experiment 6:

Adhesion of Sponge and Acid-Resistant Coating
to Olass Pabric

Object: To obtain satisfactory adhesion of a Polyfl-oron
coating and a silicone sponge rubber coating on opposite
side& of glass fabric.
Results:
Uat1sfactory adhesion of both the aluminum-pigmented
Polyfluoron coating and the silicone rubber sponge c.i glass
fabric was obtained by an initial spray applioation of a
thin priming coat of Polyfluoron to one side of the glass
fabric before calendering the silicone rubber compound on
the opposite side. Application of the rubber compound as
the first
step, followed by spraying or knifing the Polyfluoron on the opposite side of the faurie resulted in poor
adhesion of the Polyfluoron to the glass (and rubber) surface.
Completion of the Polyfluoron coatirn (0.002 inch thick) on
one side of the glass fabric before application of the rubber
compound to the opposite side resulted in sufficient strikethrough of the plastic to cause poor adhesion of the rubber
coating to the fabric.
Standard glass fabric (as received) shswtd approximately
the same results as heat-treated glass fabric (organic
sizing removed).
Materials:

No. 116 glass fabric

(a)

As received

(bO Heat-treated (heated at elevated tamperature to burn-off the organic siting)
Polyfluoron dispersion, 10 parts aluminum powder
per 100 parts resin solids added, diluted to
20 percent and 10 percent solids with Dispersant

"*A**
Diapersant *A" (a chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent)
11icone rubber sponge compound No. 233 (see
Eoperiment 2)
Procedures Polyfluoron dispersion (40 percent colids) was
diluted to 20 percent or 10 percent solids by the addition
of Dispersant "A*, and was applied as a thin spray coating
on glass fabric.
The fabric samples were placed in an oven
at 48o0P for 20 minutes. then removed and quenched.
Silicone
rubber sponge compound No. 233 was applied by means of a
three-roll calender to the opposite side of the cloth.
The
sponge-fabric was placed in an oven at 4004P, for 30 minutes,

VkDC Th 55-3 2 4i
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to blow and cure the sponge.
'A!s indicated in Table
, the
sponge compound was applied as the first
coating on several
of the samples.)
Two heavier spray coatings of Polyfluoron
were then applied to the fabric and fused, individually, to
result in a final coating thickness of 0.006 inch.
Strips, 8 inches by 1 inch, were cut from the fabric
samples, and the Polyfluoron coating was peeled off at a
1800 angle on a Scott Tester to determine the strength of
the bond between the Polyfluoron film and the glass fabric.
Data:

See Table 4.

WADC Tf 55-324
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TABLE 4
ADHESION OP POLYFLUORON TO GLASS FABRIC
Order of Application of Coatings
No. 116
Glass Fabric

A.R.1

1t

20% PP3

2nd

Sponge

3rd__

20% P'

2D)%
P?

2

H TAOR.

H.T.
A.R.

B.T.

A.R.
H.T.
e.T

10% PF
"

U

Di%. A4
Sponge
a

1.50
1 .5o
1.25
1.00

1000

0.50

0

10% PP
Dm•3

0.25
3

Dieg- A

An received Noe 116 glasa fabric
Heat-treated No. 116 blasm fabrio
?olyfluoron dispersion, to whvih 10 parts
aluminum powder were added
4. Dispermant 'A

12.
3.

WAX "T•55-324

g

pr.Glavs
A. asion
lb/in Width

2o

a

0.75
0.10
0.10

S

Eiperiment 7:

Objects

Cure of
Peroxide Blnd
Vistaex

Polyethylene and Polyethylene-

To determine the curing effect of dioumyl peroxide

In polyethylene wd polyethylene-Vistanex blends, as evidenced by physical properties, softening point and elevatedtemperature relaxation;.
Results: The addition of four parts, or more, of dicumyl
peroxide to polyethylene, followed by heating under pressure
at 3250., effected appreciable cross-linking of the polymer
chains, as evidenced by the loss of characteristie flow
properties of the polymer at 2500F. The addition of four
parts of the peroxide to an 8Os2O blend of polyethylenes
Vistaewx effected considerable Improvement in the physical
properties and again produ.ed a cross-linked product which
did not flow under load at 2500P. In a 6OtjO blend of
Polyethylene and Vistanex it appeared that the peroxide 'as
While
effecting oroses-linking only in the polyethylene.
the blend woduoed a cured material stable under load at
2500?, the Vistanex portion of the blend apparently was
somsemat depolymerized resulting In a tacky surface, and
reduced tensile strength, elongation, and hardness.
The physical properties of polyethylene were varied
omnsiderably by the additiom of one to eight parts ot
dicumyl peroxide (Pigare 4). One and two parts of the
curing catalyst caused nise softeniv and a large increase
in ultimate elongation, t•ogther with L onsldereble increase
longation and twam.le strength both
In tensile strongth.
reachd a maiman i th two to thee parts of the oatelyst
and fell off rapidly with siz mad oegbt parts to values
odcontrol. The
sme4hat above those for the wtostal.

stress-strain curve (Pigure 5) eksh

change
n
in shape, mainly
elongation aompounds.

oomarat"vely little

xtending In leth

with the high.

A hloh-temporature relaxation test indicated beat the
e 6).
effect of the peroxide ouis of tha polyethylene (Pit
The control saWle becam a aoft fluid within a minute
ovensat 20t5 .
after being plaoed in an air-circulati
One part of the peroxide deozeaesd the f ow sllsbtly. the
polymer containing two parts of catalyst elongated *lowly,

firnlly rupturing at an eloegatIon of 8? perc•nt after
thirteen hours. Pour a&d sie parts of acatalyt effected
practically no elongation up to about twenty hcurs, when a
The polymer oontaenin QI
aght
gradual increase occurred.
parts of oatalayt showed no change in eloqpation after

twenty-tour houe at 2506F.

WLDC "1
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Softening points of the polyethylene compounds varied
little
or none with varying amounts of catalyst (Figure 7).
This property, controlled mainly by the melting of the
crystallites, was apparently unaffected by the cure.
Resistance of the polymers to penetration by white fuming
nitric acid was increased significantly by the peroxide cure
(Table 7 and Figure 8).
The resistance of the polyethyleneVistanex blends was considerably better than that of the
polyethylene above, 4hich agrees with results found earlier
in this laboratory under another contract (1)
Procedure: Compounds comprising one hundred parts of polyethylene (Alathon No. 1) and one to eight parts of dicumyl
peroxide were prepared by mixing the softened polymer with
the peroxide on a standard laboratory rubber mill, the rolls
being maintained at a temperature of 1800P.
The resulting
blends were compression-molded into 6 z 6 x 0.063 inch
sheets in a hydraulic press at 3250P for thirty minutes
under 500 psi pressure, followed by an oven cure of one hour
at 3000o.
Blends of polyethylene with Vistanex B-80 were

prepared in a similar manner.
The physical properties wore determin*4 on a Scott Tester,
using cse-quarter-inch d=bbell samples out from the molded
Sheets.
For the relaxation test, duplicate strips, 2 3/4 x 1/2
inch, were out from the molded shoots, and two parallel
lines, one inch apart, were marked at the center of each
strip. A clamp provided with rubber Inserts was secued
to each end of the strip@.
& suitable weight to provide
the desired loading (10 lbs/sq in.) was attached to one
clamp on each strip, and the other clamp was used to suspend
the strips in an air-oirculating c•ei at 2500P. After
removal of the strips from the oven, the olaxp& wor* detached
and the strips were allowed to reat at rooa teerature for
one hour, after which the taesion so was measured and expressed as percentage or the aoximum elongation which had
been reached at 2500F.
The softening points were measured by a procedure closely
approxlmating AST-D-648-45T.
Test st.ippo, 2 3/4 X 1/2 x
1/16 inch, were plcoed on parallel suppoe'ts, two inches apart.
& load of 21.5 grams was applied to the center of the *trips,

W&DC Iii 55-32~4
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midway between the parallel supports, two inohes %part. The
asseombl was iemreod in glycerine, and the temperature was
slowly raised to 1800?.
The bonding of the strip by the load,
indioated
by the downward
deflection of the load, was noted
as the temperature
was increased.
The aoid-penetralion tests were run in the H-Cell with
wbite fuming nitric acid (see

EzSperiment 10 for a description

of the H-Cell and procedure)*

The polyethylene and polyethylene-

Vistanex blends were ccupreasion-molded into 6 x 6 x 0.010
inch sheets, an. preas-oured ard ovm-oured as described above
an the thicker shootet
The 0.010 inch sheets were placed In
the H-Cell as diaphragms, an described in Exeriment 10.
Datas

See Tables 5, 6,

Disoussions

UW

I'M

and "

and Figures 4 to 8.

See the main Discussion Section of this repot.
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TALE 5

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OP POLYETHYLENE COMPOUNDS
Press-Cured 30 Minutes at 3250F,

Oven-Cured I Hour at 3000?
Elon-

1

Curing 2Agent, Thiclcnfts,
Phr

Inch

o074
0

Modulus, psi

Tensile,

gation,

Hardnes3

Shore

100% 200% 400%

psi

830

--

.---

835

120

35

"D"

1

.064

730

770

920

1220

540

30

2

.069

760

835

1090

1250

450

30

.066

800

875

1550

1550

400

32

6

.077

720

---

---

830

175

35

8

.062

690

950

---

950

200

35

lot**$
1.

Curing Ag•nt

2.

thr

Z

u:iewnyl peroxide

parts per hundred parts ot resin

~WAC TR 55-32-4
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TABLE 6
RELAXATION OF POLYETHYLE?"E COMPOUMDS AT 250F1
Samples Press-Cured 30 Minutes at 325oP, Oven-Cured 1 Hour at 3C0°F
Applied Load-lO Pounds per Square Inch
Curing Agent 2

Elongation,

Phr

3 Min

0

Completely

5 Min

A. After

40 Min

Tension

13 Urs

24 Hrs

get, %

---..

---

Defoemed

1

---

250

Ruptured

...

---

6

(8 300%)
2

---

12

37

Ruptured

---

18

(0 87%)
4

12

12

25

37

6

6

6

12

12

6

6

6

6

6

1-2

8

---

Vote2a

I.
2.

3'

Seleoted dato; oWalote date are Indicated In Flaurea 4 to 7.
Curing AS.gnt :sdoouall peroxide
Peroent retained ot the totra elonpgtion, one hour after

roleaei or load

VAXC T1

55-34i
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TAIL3 7
PROPIRTIES QWIPffIgqJU~kMRAW PCY
pJfl T
Pvaa-C'az..

30 Wit

1

coqmos~t~on
100 ps

Curing
Aguit,
?Ihr

TOWu1e19
pa

0

55

4

lijO00~

*8
60 ft. 40 Vtat 0
*

Iou

gation,

.

120

Ruaznoss
Shoro-32

11og
timAfter
eDi
w
Cow1ete1y
Dof or sad

35
35

--

865

550

30

Q1t7

1270

40)0

29

630

L400

21

gO

zaO

17

740

300

17

...
oltl
---

Not-off
I2-

3.

curtnag4mt 0 41j*A ýKwo2dds
tu*PwdM. at 2500? umt~w ajoll.4 load o~r 10 pti for
the peri'cd Ilsv5~ta4.
I-Cel1 pensn'tict~a, vbt* ftmIRg atriaw
4old. hours to
Passae. of 2.5 gpisma t 4014, Par *4 , water or

ar*2.

EISS3

at 325*r'. 0yeu-Cui.,d I Hour at 3004F

2D0

*8900
80 13, 20 vu t 0

.u-VISTAIU

Acid
Pont
lma 3

--

8

is1

9
10

-

35

12

58

--

27

20

37

1

41

§

0~' 'NOI±VONO13

z
ujW

-Jz

OZ

rs1~1u.0~w.S3¶&Sd3.
WADCT
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93periment 8:

Globar Insulation Tests

The purpose of this experimlent was (1) to determine
the insulation proportion of various fabr~cs when inataitaneously exposed to radiant heat at 1000F, the temperature
on th, back of the fabrlo being esAoriined after exposuro
for 10 seconds, and (2) to determinz the maximum temperature
reached on~ the back of the fabric and the time taken to
reach this temperature.

Object:

Results: The presence of a highly reflective aluminum surface
was found to be the moat important feature for protection
against radiant heat (Figure 15). An aluminum foil surface.
(Rayfoil) was somewhlat superior to a vacuum deposited
aluainum surface (samples 162-165~) which, howev.or, was an
excellent heat reflector.
The outstinding samples in the group were those consisting

of silicone rubber sponge 0.100 inch or greater In thickness

with a vacuum deposited aluminum reflective surface (samoples
171, 172, and 173)- These showed only a 250F risg in
tamp9rature an the side opposite to that exposed to 10000 P
radiant heat for 10 seconds.

The application of a thin (0.,002 Inch) polymeric coating
on the face of the reflective aluminumn surface (saurles 1714#
176, 178 and 179) reduced the reflection of heat considerably.
The alumlnum-pigmented polymeric coatings (samples 177 and
181) absorbed more, heat than the polymer-coated aluminum
surfaces, but were still more reflective than uncoated glass
fabric surfaces (*a&*1es 166 an4 167; also compare 180 and
161).
Naterials: The fabrics used were as follows (thickness*s
and weights shown In Table 8) * They were prepared as
Indicated in Uxperinents 5 and 61
161.

Asbestos fabric, Johns-Manville No. WE-5011

162.

Rayfoil, 0.001 Inch aluminum foil adhered to glass
fabric.,
163. Veaouu-depoalted aluminum on got 116 glass fabric
(denoted
ac~al* below,, and In Table 8).
164# Vaouum-deposited, aluminum on a lightweight asbestosglass-cotton fabric, plain weave.
165.

Vacuum-deposited aluminum on a heavier asbesto#
fabric, herringbone weave.

WADO TN 55-324
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!i66.

Glass fabric (No.

116),

with a silicone sponge backing

(Compound No. 233, Experiment 2),
167.

Same as #166,

thickness 0.032 inch.

except thickness 0.063 inch.

168A. FabrIc #163 (Vacal) with a silicone sponge backing
(compound No. 233, Experiment 2), thickness 0.018
inch.
168B. 169A, 169B. Same as #168A, slight differences in
thickness and wright (Table 8).
170.

Same as #168A, except thickness 0.057 inch.

171.

Same as #168A,

oxoopt thickness 0.099 inch.

172.

Same as #168A,

except thickness 0.100 inch.

173.

Same as #168A,

except thickness 0.261 inch.

174A. Sano as #168*, oxoept a coating of clear Polyfluoron
(0.002 inch) on the aluminum faoe, and overall thickness

0.044 inch.

1745. Same as #1749,

except overall thickness 0.058 inch.

175.

Same as #168A, except a coating of clear Kel-F
elastomer gum (0.002 inch) on the aluminum face,
"and overall thickness 0.045 inch.

176.

Same as #168A except a coating of clear cured
polyethylene 10.002 inch) on the aluminum face,
-ad overall thiokase 0.052 inch.

177.

S3=o as #166, except a ooating of aluminum pigmnted

181.

Siam* as #166, except a coating of aluminum pigmented
card polyethylene (0.002 inch) on the glass fabric
rsva, a&M overall thickness 0.00') inch.

polyf"uoron (0.002 inch) -m the glass fabric faue,
anV over•ll thickness 0.040 inch.

160. SIAe as #161, except a coating of aluminum pigmented
polyfluoron (0.040 inch) on one side.
178.

Sw& 4s #164, except a coating of clear Polyfluoron
(0,002 inch) o the aluminImtao.

179.

Sama as #165, except a coating Or 014&r ?olyfl*OrOn

(0.002 inoh) on the slw~aua taco.
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
GLOBAN

THERMOCOUPLE

FtG.9 GLOBAR RADIANT HEAT
EXPOSURE TEST
WADC TR 55- 324A

.3
...

..

Vi.
a19MN 3Pa

&"

Procedure:

A Globar heater

(Figure 9 and 10) was prepared,

similar to one described in Speolfication MIL-OO240 (USAF).
The base of the he&ter was of Transits and )arinite, upon
which was mounted a vertical frame of Transits, 14 X 16
and the opening
inches with a 6 x 8 inch opening in it,
At a distance of 3.44 inches
fitted
with a sliding gate.
from the aperture was mounted a vertical Globar, partially
surrounded by an aluminum reflector whose horizontal cross
section formed half of an ellipse of formula (3z)O
(4.5y) 2 .
The upper part of the heater was covered by a hood made of
The
effects.
thin aluminum, in order to minimise chimnoe
fabric sample was attached across the 6 a 8 Inch opening of
Inside the
a box of inside dimensions 6 • 8 x 6 inches.
box, and touching the back (non-reflective side) of the
fabric were five fine-wire (No# 3C Iron-conatantan) thormoOn the
couples connected in parallel and to a pyromter.
Globar side of the gate In the vertical Transits reise, a
heavier thermocouple (No. 24 Iron-oonstantan) was mounted
one-quarter inch In front ot the gate.
In operation, the fabric sample wa attached across the
opening of the box and the box and emple held apart from
the Transits frame a"d Olobar.
The Globar was heated
(about 80 volts and 20-23 aperes, yielding pproximtelly
2600oa
at the Glober surface) and the volta* adjusted to
$oa
of the
show 100007 on the thermocouple mounted 5anl
gate.
The seaple (attached to the box) was then jIeseed
-manually againt the opening in the Trweztt frame, ind the
gate opened
The temperature on the cold side wea noted
after 10 seconds, at which time the bom and ample, were
1te naxluma
removed from the frame, and the &pteclosed.
temperature reached on the baok of the sample was weorde4
wae
and the total
time peqIrod to reach that tempeture
noted.

The data far the various fabrics In this teat e
Dttat
presented with the 1000P steram test
data In Table 8.
The 0l,;,•r data are shown graphleally In Pigauee 11 to l15
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Experiment 9:

10000F Steam Insulation Tests

The purpose of this experiment was (1) to determine
Object:
the insulation properties of various fabrics when InstanStaneously exposed to superheated steam at 10000P, the
temperature on the back of the fabric being determined af;pr

exposure for 10 seconds; (2)

to determine the maximum temp-

erature reached on the back of the fabric and the time
taken to reach this temperature; and (3) to determine the
amount of superheated steam which passed through the fabric,
recorded as grens of water per square meter of fabric.
Results: The da'a indicate that the best insulatir material
against contact with 100O70 steam was a thick non-porous
material havin
o2awheat conductivity.
The presence of a
highly reflecti
vrj surface was of less importance than the
thickness, b)xt the effect of the reflective surface waz
quita noticeable (Plgare 22).
All of the ordinary fabric samples without a sillcone
rubber sponge backing, except fRayfoil" (0.001 inch aluminum
foil on glass fabriob, allowed passage of a si3niiicant
amount of water vapor.
Only the thinnest sponge-fabrit
samples (0.020 Inch) allowed passage of a aeasurable mount
of water vapor, tar
these allowed only 2.0 gram per *qumro
meter of exposed area.
The water vapor transmisaion of the
*Vaoalv (vaouus-deposited aluminum on No. 116glass fabric)
was also low.
of the group were the thick
The outrtanding asples
sponge-fabrios (0.10 and 0.26 inch, weighing only 1.5 and
3.1 poumde per square yard, respectively) which uo..ed
maxirmm temperature rises on the back side of only Z60 and
500 after ten aeoork' exposure to 10000P steam.
Saee the list
of fabrics described under Experimont
Haterials
8.
The same fabrIcs were tested In this experiment (T'ble 8).
Prooedure:
Pigure 16 Is a detailed drawing of the eq(ipaunt
used in this experlment.
Basically. the equipmont is best
Sdescrlbed as having two major components.
be first consisted of a low-pressure steam gerorator, a heal. exchangr
A gate Imed•1itely In thr -4ar of the
and a flangted bell.
flange allowed the entire ell chater
to be preheated to
lCQ07P by sutperhested steam.
A vlre-sor.en diffuser was
Introduced in the pNath of the steam at the entrance to the
bell to prevent a Jot eifec•t'
The second ocnpomr.t cas~ete4
of a drying train for the air-izoteMe and an absorption train
for the moisture deterninatim. both oinnected to a second
flanged bell.
The overt-dried sample was hold ti&tly
against
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thia flange by means of a flat steel ring witb four lug bolts&
Securely cemented to both sides of this ring and also tc the
taco side of the bell flange were oilicone sponge rubber
gaskets to insure an air-tight seal. The diameter of the
exposed sample was 2 5/8 inohes.
In operation the aspirator mae turned on, and two blank
detQz•inations were run on the samplo to insmo against ay
mo'sture which might have entered the bell %tile the sample
was being installed.
It should be noted hwo that the bell
and ample were not in contact with the other bell during
the blank determinations, but were honging downward and
resting on a perforated support. Meanwhile, the steam tamperature was raised to lO000P, and tho steam bell chamber was
allowed to come to equilibrium.
TL. amnple (mounted in its bell) was then pressed manually
against the other bell and the gate was opened.
The tomnerature
on the cold side was noted after 10 seconde, at which time
the bell was removed froa the steam source. Thee maximum
temperature obtained Ln the back of the sample was recorded
and ý.h. total time required to reach this teperature was
notod. £ single Io. 24 iron-constmtan thermooouplo
ws
to a pyrometer was used to Indicate tne tomperattre in the
steam boll chumber; and three No. 30 Iron-consh¶antan thermocouqples connected In parallel and to a potentimeter were
used to indicate the average temperature on the cold side
of the fabrico. Figre 17 showe photographs of the apperAtuse.
The aspirator was run for a total of 20 minutes to Insure
the absorption of all moisture ublh iStt have penetratled
the fabric.
A value of 2.5 plan per square mater of fabric
w,, #eloeted as being the maximus allowable poneatration of
sup.-bhat4d vapor (see Discussion Seoation).
Datat

Seo

Table 8 and Figures 18 to 22#

Diseuselmi
For protective clothing seo, a value of 2.95
grws of fuming n1triz acid per square meter of fabric
"was selected In an earlier inveetigation (1) by this
ompany &3 beIn the mximis Alowable ponetretion,
in
the present two•jet, it was as*sumd that ghould ignition
take plece the suaperheated vapors could contain an appreotable amount of this acd. Comoequently, the atom terts

we,.% performed with the aeumuptiosi that all of the vapcar

could be fumij.nitric acids and on this basis the abowe
figure was saeleted as the maximum allowable ponetration
of ste&$
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Experiment 103

H-Coil Acid-Penetration Tests

Object?
To compare the acid-resistance of various types of
polymer coatings applied on glass fabric (see Experiment 5)Three acid-resistant coating materials, Polyfluoron (poly-hlorotrifluoroethylene),
polyethylene-Vistanex, and Kal-P
Elastomer, and two general coating methods (knife and spray)
were compared by means of H-Cell acid-penetration tests.

Results:

Of the three materials tested, Polyfluoron showed

considerably better resistance to penetration by white fuming
nitric
acid than the others.
A thin knifs-coating (0.0015
inch) on aluminized glass fabric allowed passage of 2.5 grams
of nitric
acid per square meter of exposed area after
27
hours of exposure (Figure 25).
After thi3 lenpth of time,
the thin vacuum-deposited aluminum ooating was destroyed
only in very small spots where apparently a few pinholes
were present in the thin, transparent, acid-r*sistant coating.
About 95 percent of the aluminum coating was unharmed.
The thin polyethylene-Vistanex knife-coating (0.002 inch)
on aluminiz.d glass fabria showed good resistance to pan*tration, about 12 hours boing roquir"
for the passage of
The thin Kel-P
acid per square metor.
2.5 grams of nitric
RLastomer knife-coatinS (0.0013), also on aluminized alass
Also,
fabriopshowod the least reeletance to penetration.
In the oase of both the polyethylene-Vistanex and the Kel-F
glestomer aoatings, there apparently was little
adhesiQc
of the polymer coating to the thin aluminum layer, and in
sabrplc of each tho polymer ooeting eparated out from the
s
labricIn a larte
blister,
reoating In coaplate dostruothon
of the aluinim reflective layer.
Results obtained with spray-coated Polyfluoron and Kel-P
Slastomser on aluminized glass fabrio were almost Identical
with those shown in Figure 25 (avevage 33 heur,- for Polyrluorcn, 2 hours or lees
for Kol-P Slastomer).
It was not
practic4 to apply the polyethyleno-Viotanex blend by solution spraying ("Perlm&rIt 5).
A second series of 4smples was prepared by applying
rlunra-pl
nted polymer coatings on plain glass febric.
Initial
coatinf
of pigented Polyfluoron atpllod by spraying
it
on the plain gliss shboed the presence of pln-holas_
was faund, however, that a thin spray ocating (see &perimont
6) followed by two knife-coatinps (final coating thickness
althstood 165 to 200 hours' exposure in the H-Cell
0.002 .noh)
before pasesao of 2.5 asre i4fnitric
acid per square Aeter
of exposed area (Figure 26).

*x

-

5:;-3-_

Samples prepared by knife-ooating polyethylene-Vistanex
and Kel-F Elastomer, (0.002 inch in thickness) pigmented
end unpigmented, on plain glass showed the presence of pinholes in H-Cell tests, failing in all cases in two hours
or less.
(See Experiment 5 for compounding and application
Materials:
Polymer
Figure 251
dutuils on the polymer coatings.)
coatings (0.0015-0.002 inch in thickness) knife-coated over
vacuum-deposited aluminum on No. 116 glass fabric,
P olyfl uoron
Polyethylene-Vistanex (4060 blend)
.el-P Blastomar (olear, uncompounded gum)
Figure 261 Aluminum-pigmented a'olyfluoron coating (0.002
inch in thicneass) knife-coated on No. 116 glass fabric.
procedure:
Duplicate portions of the coated fabric samples
described above were mounted as diaphragms in H-shaped
cells, which are divided into two sections at the center
of the H (see Figure 23).
Distilled water was placed in
one side of the cell, and white fuming nitric acid In the
other.
The pH of the water was measured at Intervals, and
the permeability was calculated from the dimer3lons of the
cell. Figure 24 is a calibration curve relating the measured
pH to the permeability in grams par square meter for white
fuming nitric
aold through a test
membrane.
In operation, the sample was clamped between the two
sections of the cell with a ball and socket clarp, a butyl
rubber gasket being used on the water side.
One hundred
milliliters
of distilled
wQter wero pipotted Into the distilled
water cup, and an initial
p:•l reading was taken by
means of a Beckman pH meter.
Puming nitric
sold was then
poured into the ground-glaas stoppored tube, and the pH of
the wator was measured pertodloally until the pH fell
below 3.7, which is equivalent to u penetration of 2.5
grams or nitric
acid per square meter of exposed area.
Penetration versus time was plotted to Indioate the rate
and the tlime or frailure.
Datal

See Pigure- 25 and 26.

The test
doacribod above for determining the
Diecussiont
permeability of various materials to uhite fuming nitrlc
acid was developed by the Naval Air Roeket Test StationThe method has been described as the H-Coll Tort in reports
covering previous contract work in this laboratory.
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Experiment 11:

Monoethylariline-White Fuaing Nitric Acid
Flame Tests

Object:
To determine the insulation properties of various
fabrics when eAposed to a brief flame caused by mixing
monoethylanilino with white fuming nitric
acid, and to
determine the properties of such a flame.
Results:
The flame caused by open mixing of small amounts
of white fuming nitric
acid and monoethylaniline produced
temperatures above 16000F (indicated by a No. 30 themeocouple uire), but it was of ccwparatively short duration,
with the peak temperature indicated after about 3 seconds.
fatrics
placed
The flame was smoky, and yellow in color.
in such a way that one face was exposad directly to the
flans indicated temperaturse on the opposite side of the

fabrics ranging from 150P to 3800P.

The results obtained on the different fabrics can be
used only for approximate comparisons as there wero
appa.'ent variations in intensity and effect of th. flames
In the different tests (see Discussion at the end of this
Experiment).
It was also apparent, however, that the
flames showed a heating effect quite similar to that of the
01obar Radiant Heat Test (Experiment 3).
Moat of the heat
absorbed by the test
fabric in the flame and steam tests
wab
oviived by conduction frm
the hot reaction-product
vapor rather than by radiation.
The thicker sponge samples showed the beat results
since they slowed down the conduction.
The thin Rayfoil
with a highly reflootive surface, absorbed and transmitted
heat rapidly. Vacuum-depositod aluminum surfaces were
apparently no better than aluminum-pigmentod polymer surfaces.
Those data high light the Importunce of the sponge
and minimize the importance of the radiation coating.
Materials:
Pa)*'.c atmples No. 174 B, 175, 176 and 177 were
described under Experiment 8.
The remainder are described
belows:
203.

Same as 1162, except a coating of cleary Polyfluoron
(0.002 inch) on the aluminum face.

204.

Some as #174B

(and #174A),

except overall thioknssa

0#075 inch.
205.

some &s #177o except overall thickness 04070 inch.
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206.

Same as #166, except a coating of aluminum-pigmented
polyethylene-Vistanex blend (80:20) (0.002 Inch) on
the fabric face, and overall thickness 0.070 inch.

207.

Same as #206,

except overall thickness 0.038 inch.

Procedure:
Two aluminum containers were connected by hinges
so that by pulling a wire the contents of tne upper container
could be thrown quickly into the lower container.
A Transite
board shield with a 6 x 8 inch rectangular hole in the center
was placed beside these containers.
The fabric sample was
attached across the 6 x 8 opening of a box of inside dimensions
6 x 8 x 6 inches (the same used in the Globar test, Experiment 8), aith five thermocouples, inside the box, touching
the fabric surface (back).
The box was attached to the back
of the Transite shield so that the reflective fabric face
was exposed, throu4h the 6 x 8 inch hole, to the flame (see
Figure 27).
A No. 30 .ron-constantan ther--iocouple was placed
on the flame side of the Transite shield, about one-quart6r
inch in front of the fabric sample.
White fuming nitric acid (600 cc) was placed in the
Icwer container and monoethylanillne (200 cc) was placed
in +
u
container.
These were mixed by throwing the
small upper container partly over thr lower container.
?eak temperatures on the front arn on the back of the fabric
sample, and the times ricquired to indicate the peak temperatures, were recorded.
Data: See Table 9. All of the samples tested had acid-resistant coatings on the face. None of the samples appeared
seriously harmed, although they were covered with the reaction
mixture and streaked with carbon. None burned.
Discussion: The two sets of data in Table 9 were obtained
fr= tests run on different days, and wind conditions
caused ccnslderabla di fference in the heating effect on
the fabrics.
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TABLE 9
WHiITE FUMING NITRIC AGII )-MOI 05TRYUKIN1

$amp).e
No.
174
175
177
203
204
205
206
207

Description

Mlax. Tomp. Pm'nt

Max. Temp. Back

Temp. ..
OF Tima,,Soc.

Z!Mp..'F TieLSc

P.F.-Vaoal-Sponge (.0580)
Xa1-7.3,-Vaoel -Sponge
(.045")
Al. pig. ?.F.-Glaaa-Srponge
(.04(")'
FoCoF.-Rayfoil (.010")
P.C.F.-Vacal-Spongo (o075')
Al. Pigs ?.C.F.-GlassSponge (.0700)
Al. pig. fsE.-V19t--Gla~sponge (.0700)
Al. pig. FP.L-Viat.-GlaaeSponge (.038m)
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14.00
1600

3
3

148
190

60
30

1350

4

168

50

1t0
1650
1350

3
3
2

380
225
198

32
27
25

1650

3

177

25

1300

4

310

23
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LITERATURE AND INDUSTRIAL SURVEY
The problem of protective olothing which exists in
connection with rocket propulsion work has been discussed
briefly earlier in this report.
In any opeoration with hazardous chemicals, with even
the boat equipment saign and operation, there may be
leakage or the necessity for open handling of dangerous
matorilse
In experimental work with rockets and guided
aissiles, it In expected that a certain amount of aplashing
or materials such as white fuming nitric acid will occur.
lb* protoctlve clothing in present use, utilizing a vinyl
chloride acid-resistant coating, provides at beat minimum
protection against such chemical splashing. Under a previous

contraet, AY 33(616)-155, The Connecticut Hard Rubber Conpany

developed a chemically resistant, coated fabric with a
polyethylene-Vistanex coating which provides far greater
protection against splashing of oxidants such as white fuming
nitric a6i4 (1).
Another seuious hazard has been recognised, however,
in the leakage of cmidants and funes during the charging of
a missile.
This hazard is one of an accidental mixture of
spilled oxidant with spilled fuel such as monoethylaniline
or hydraalnoe
Such a mixture would cause an Immediate
combustion, spattering the reacting materials and products
end exposlng nearby persomel to flame and temperatures of
the order of 1000l0.
Against such heat the vinyl chloride
or the polyethylene-Vistanex fabric would provide virtually
no protectione The object of
this
ocntract was to
produce a fabsic which would provide personnel with temporary
protection In the event of such an accident.
In any consideration of gwoteotive clothing, two points
are believed to be essentials 1) the garment must aftd
adequate protection against the hazard Involved, and 2) it
must not interfere with the worker's movements, thus Inducing
a secntdary hasard (2),
in the combustion of corrosive and
poisonous materlsip, one must provide respiratory protection,
flame protection for the entire body, Cts ;Pl.iih ppitv,..o,1
for the entire body. Such a eondition would indicate a
*omplete suit of Impervious fabric, acid-resistant and insulatod for brief exposure to O1000,
and fitted for respiration
and ventilation. The supply o,* air to the suit for ventilaties would not only provide the required cooling, but would
also provide a positive pressure In the sult to minimize the
possibility of corrosive imaterials entering the suit In the
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event of an explosion.
Although this describes an ideal suit,
it is probable that compromises will be made in some of these
features fcr the sake of comfort and working efficiency for
the w trer.
Respiratory protection here would require a complete
air-supply suit.
The air
supplied in this case would serve
three purposes -- breathing, ventilation, and a small positive
pressure inside the suit to minimize the possibility of entry
of toxic vapors.
It would appear that the air
in this case
should be supplied by a minimum one-inch-diameter hose of a
maximum 150-foot length, connected to a hand- or motor-driven
blower located a sufficient distance from the danger area (3).
The supply hoses would also have to be protected with a flameand acid-resistant covering.
The hood of the protective suit should be supplied with
a shatterproof heat-resistant glass window, probably of Pyrex.
The glass window could be backed by a plastic window, if
necessary, with an air
space between the two.
Also, if it is
felt
necessary, a light deposit of aluminum could be placed
on the outer surface of the glass window, which would serve to
reflect heat in the event of ignition.
The aluminum coating
would reduce the transmission of visible light and therefore
may be undesirable.
The remaLning two features, those of heat- and flameprotection and chemical-splash protection, were the subject
of the present contract and have been investigated extensively.
Por heat- and flame-protection,

the general types of
asbestos fabrics,
2) glass fabrics, 3) rook wool fibers and fabrics, and i)
rubbers and plastics.
The fil'th heat- and flame-resistant
material, chrome-tanned leather, will not be considered
further, since it Is not believed to be adaptable to acid
protection or general production techniques required here.

materials to be considered ares

1)

Asbestos fabrics are generally supplied in herringbone
weave or basket weave with an asbestos content ranging from
95 percent down.
The fabrics generally have five percent or
more of cotton mixed in the roving.
For flame- and heatresistant clothing, an asbestos cloth should contain a maxiamu
of sixteen to eigteen percent of cotton, 4ith the remainder asbestos or asbestos and glass (.4),
(5).
The resistance of the asbestos fabrics to radiant heat may be greatly
improved by the addicion of a coating of aluminum to one
side of the fabric.
This aluminum coating may be conveniently
added by vacuum deposition, foil
lamination, or by the use
of a highly reflective heat-resistant paint.
Samples of
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vacuum-aiu:!,ir:ized asoestos srnoii. out3tanain.n
C'Lexibliity und
reflectivity nave been suppiled oy tnh
Mlorcota Miniiri &

Manufaczcirlin,.ocay.

Vd•,i&us atic•5-s

of -o•,;

fabric"ta

fros asbestos fabrics or alu,'iinized asbestos fabrics are availaole.
These incluae .,loves, aprons, coats, b..ots, lewinvs,
hoods, covera. s arid complete sults.
A numoer of such Items,
including a .h.ck insulated fire rescue :-uit utilizing the
Minnesota Yining & Manufacturirtg Company alunlnun-coated
asosstos fabric, are offered by the Industrial Safety Specialties Conpany, Perkasie, Penr..3y\_rania.
Glass fabrics are avaiiaole in a wide variety of constructions and weights.
These fabrics are strong, relatively
heat-resistant, and offer the further
advantage of a high
degree of chemical resistance.
While the heat-resistance of
unprotected glass fabric is considerably less than that of
asbestos fabric, the addition of an aluminum coating to the
glass fabric has been found to increase greatly the heat-

and flame-resistance,

especially for short-term exposures.

The use of rock wool fibers in clothing is generally
limited to thick insulated suit constructions where the
fiber batting i1 contained inside fahrio walls.
A Thermoflex heat-resistant blanket oonstruc'r
an is offered by
Johns-Manville.
This consists nornaI
of a refractory
fiber filler contained in a stainlc
toeeol mesh.
Such
a construction would be porous and relatively stiff
and
heavy for clothing use. Several nonwoven ceramic or

mineral ftbrics are also available. These materials, in
weneral, have lower strength than woven fabrics and are
less flexible. They are generally used ac insulation or
as filter materials.

The best rubbers and plastics have considerably lower
heat-resistance than the materials described above, with
maximum usable temperatures on the order of 550-600oF.
The silicone rubbers are well known for their hiah-tempera-

ture resistance and are useful up to 5500P, and somewhat

hisher for short-term exposure.

The fluoro-elastoMers

are

in an early stage of development and show considerable
promise of heat-resistance.
Kel-? Klastomer is preseittly
useful to about j500P and will withstand exposure to
considerably higher tempertatures for short periods of time
(6).
The fluoroplastics such ai polytetrafluoroethylene
(Teflon) a.d polymonochlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F,
Fluorothens, Polyfluoron) are considered heat-resistant as
well as chemically resistant (7), (8), (9), (10). Teflon
is resistant to temperatures as high as 6000?, while the
maximum temperature for Kel-? is somewhat under 4 0Q0P. A
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material which has shooin a fair degree of heat-resistance
and chemical-resistance is the Hercules polymer, RD-ll5 (11)-

This material, however, is useful only to temperatures somewhat above 3500F. Of the rubbers and plastics mentioned
here, only the tluoroplastics of the Teflon and Kel-P type
are considered nonflammable. Each of the others can be made
flame-resistant and self-extinguishing.
The subject of chemical-splash protection has been
reviewed in some detail under a previous contract (A? 33(616)155). The result of this contract was the development of a
fabric coated aith a polyethylene-Vistanex blend. A blmad
of 60 parts Vistanex B-8O and 40 parts polyethylene showed
excellent reistance to white fuming acid, as well as desirable
flexibility and adaptability to standard fabrication techniques.
Butyl rubber, by virtue of its low unsaturation, showed
better resistance to white fuming nitric acid thm any of the

other hydrocarbon rubbers.
Its resistance, compared with that
of the polyethylene-Vistanex blend or KeI-F, was, however,
relativaly poor. The commercially available fluoroplastics,
polymonochi orotri fl uoroethylene and polyte trafluoroethyle ne,
showed excellent resistance to attack of ".htefuming nitric
scida-n other oxidants. Polytetrafluoroethylene, however,
does not fuse In fabrication in the same way as other thernoplastic materials, and, as a result, thin film of this
material are somewhat porous.
The monochlorotrifluoroethylten
polymers such as Kel-7 and Fluorothene fuse readily to form
highly impeovious films. In previous work in this laboratory,
difficulty has been encountered in producing a satisacotowy,
flexible and imprmneable coated fabric with the Kel-P-type
polymers. £ new processing technique has become available,
however, which has changed this situation.
Zion o00 XR-61 (formerly Velororm 1-10) (12), a oopolyame
of a fluorocarbon monomer and vinyl chloride, showed moderate
reslstanoe to white fuming nitric acid. Its resiatanoe to
acid-penetration, however, was about one-fourth that of the
polyethylene-Vistanex blend (1). Two more oomemrlally available polymers have what is considered goad chmeIcal-realsatnoo.
These polymers are polyvinylidene chloride and polyvinyl
chloride. Hercules RD-115, mentioned above, io somewhat
better. The resistance of each of those materials to whit*
fumIng nitric said, however, is rather poor (1), (11).
One of tho target requirements for the fabric developed
under the present contract was that it should not give off
tfumes upon applioation of 100OOF heat, which would injure
personnel.
This requirement was of particular interest in
ocnsidering a material such as Kel-P or Teflon ase an acid-
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A quick neview was made of
For the
the toxicity or the various materials involved here.
present purpose, it can be assumed that nitric
acid in an open
reaction with a material such as monoethylaniline cr hydrazine
will be reduced to nitric oxide, with the formation of nitrogen
dioxide from possible thermal decomposition of nitric
acia or
from oxidation of the nitric
oxide.
Thus it would be reasonresistant barrier on the fabric.

able to assume that the reaction mixture would contain super-

heated varors of nitric acid, nitrogen dioxide, nitric oxide,
some water, hycrazine or monoethylaniline, and their reaction
products. The most troublesome portion of the fabric with
respect to the possible evolution of toxic fumes upon application of 1000OF heat would be the acid-resistant coating on
the exposed side of the rabric. All of the materials listed
above an potential chemically resistant coating materials,
with the possible exception of polyethylene-Viatanex and butyl
rubber, could give rise to toxic decomposition products under
sumh temperature conditions. Polyvinylideno chloride and
polyvinyl chloride would evolve hydrogen chloride gas. Exca
400 XR-61 would evolve hydrogen chloride gas and possible
fluorocarbon decomposition products. The fluoroplastics
evolve decomposition products which are known to be toxic (13).
approximate toxiolties of these materials ore as follows
(14)1
Nitric acid, allowable concentration in air 10 ppm cr lose,
100-151 ppm for J0 minutes Is dangerous, 200-700 ppa briefly
Is lethal (5 to 8 hours later); the symptoms are delayed 5
to 4 8 hours.
W1.1trio oxide, allowable ooncentration in air 25 ppm, toxclity
similar but smeuwhat less than that of nitric acid.
Nitrogen dioxide, allowable coneontration in air 10-25 ppm,
toxicity similar to that of nitrc acid, sometiat l"eo
Aniline, allowable concentration in air 5 ppa, saximum
tolsrated for I hour, 100-150 ppm.
Nonomathylaniline, twice as toxic as aniline.
3thylanillne, toxicity similar t• that of anitline.
Monoethylaniline, no data readl'.y available.
hfydrazino, allowable conoontratkon in air 6 ppm, highly
toxic (15).
Hydrogen chlorldr., Lllowabla concentration In air 5-10 ppm,
1500-2000 ppm lothal in a few minutes, maximm tolerated
for I hour 50 to 100 ppm,
Decomposition products of polyrionochlorotrlfluoroethylere and
polytotrafluoroathylene, allowable concentratim in air
acmowhat groater than 10 ,pm; toxic (13).
ayrogen fluor-ide, allowable conmont,<%tion in air 3 ppm, 50
PPm fatal in 30 to 6W minutes,
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All of the materials listed above would be considered
highly toxic, with the possible exception of hydrogen chloride.
It would seem that such a mixture of taic
materials would
require impervious clothing and complete respiratory protection.
It would also seem that the addition of a material such as Kel-F
or vinyl chloride as an external coating on a fabric with an
impervious lining would cause little
harm in the existing
corrosive
and toxic atmozphere.
A brief investiwatior was made of test
methods suitable for evaluation of various faorics to meet týe target
requirements of this contract.
A Globar radiant heat test
was set up in accordance with Specification MIL-C-824.0
Two
thermocouples were placed on either side of the fabric to be
tested so that the temperature of the 'hot side* and the
"cold side' of the fabric could be read concurrently.
The
apparatus was modified by the addition of a shutter oi gate,
so tkat .4hen the 31obar was raised to the proper temperature,
the shutter could be opened and the fabric exposed for a
short, definite period of time.

An excellent method for testing the parmeability of
various materials to .anite fuming nitric acid was described
as the H-Cell Test in reports covering previous ccutract wrk
in this laboratory (1), (16).
This method is believed to b6
considerably superior to methods where the passage of the
acid is shown merely by the changing of a•iacid- or oxidaticnindiicator. In the H-Cell Test, the passage of nitric acid
can be measured quantitativoly wnd continuously by measuring

the pH of water in contact with the fabric on the aide opposite
the acld.

In connection with the IOC0?P steam test and the white
fuming nitric acid-monoethylaniline fire test, descrioad In
the xperlimantil Section of this reporto some investigation
was made of high-temperuture-moasurenent tachrdque4. An
excellont description of the factors Involved in high-tervperatu *e me*asuremnts may be found Inr a boook prepared by the
American Institute of Physics (17).
In a more recent collection
of papers on combustion flame ana explosion phenomera, Miock,
ot al, discussed at sone lenxth the radiation err~r3 atd
conduction errors Involved in tie use of thermociuplec to
.measure the tewperature of let exhaust -ases (18).
At 10100F,
it would appear that these errors .ould t. on the order df
30 degrees, or less.
In the work for this contract, a ccrrection value could be 6dded for radiation error and cur duction error, where ap;Icablo, and the resultant twewrature
value 3hound 1e well •tLhIr the praCtIcal ls-.Its required.

A far more serious

rboem was that of obtair.ing a Af.'iclently
.-

rapid indication of temperature in a flame of very short
duration.
A series of very fine wire thermocouples were
connected together to make a type of thermopilo as a means
of improving the response.

U
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DISCUSSION
The general problems and the main lines of de:elopment
involved in this project have been covered in the Introduction
The
Surv'y Sectiacn3.
ard in the Literature and Industial
experimental aork .ill
be discussed briefly here.
Sponge fabric samples prepared in the ititial work
on this contract Indicated the value of sch a construction
as a high teitperature insulating material ar- clearly justified the davelop.mnt of a silicone rubber sponge compjund
specif!cally fcr this fabric use.
A group of silicone
rubber stocks -- ere compared (Experiment I) ard one was
selected on the bases of maintalxirg softness and flexibility
as long as possible at high temperature.
This stock was
furthjr compounded (Experiment 2) to y~eld a low deraitv
sponge suitable for continuous blowing and curing .,n glass
fabric in pmiduction equipment.
In this study, five different
blowing a&.ents and three difforent curirg catalysts, covering
a •ide range )f activating temperatures, were tested over
wide variatior.s in conrcentration.
These comblnationa were
blodn at temperatures ranýing from 3000 r-o *800?. The
resulta of the study were quite c'onsistent and showed
excellent correlation.
A reproducible relationship was
found between the Initll
thickness of the rubber-fabric
corimtion
ar.d the irinal blown and cured thicknees, specific

gravity. and weigh#t of the sponge fabric.
Using the compound develpeed In Exerilment 2, sponge
afbrio was produced in cot.tinuous length on a pillot-scale

tower, as dascrlbed in Experimnt I.

The product was of

uifr,;rm low density1t nd had propertios wh+ch agreed quite
well with those iWIcated In Experiment 2.
It Is soetime desirable to apply a sil'cone rubber
coatirn to a fab:ic In the form of a solvent dispersion.
Szamples 4ere pre,tared (ExSzparlmnt 4) to determin, the effect

of varI;-us anourt3 of solvent on the blowing efficiency of

the silicone rubber sponxe cometpond.
As little
as 12 percent
of solvent added to tie
s,'onge compourn
resulted In a spornae
eroduct of cons'derably hither miecific gravity than that
obtained withzmt solvent.
Toluene was fourd to be somewhat
more hir~mul to the sponase compound thar. carbon tetrachloride.
Apparently the solvento caused premature decomposition of
the sponging *.ent, and possibly the caring catalyst, in
the silicon* rubber compound.
It was evidert early in the work or. th's contrac, that a
cOatlng would have to be asplled to the reflective zurface,
or other fabric surface, to protect It in deily use froA
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accidental splashing with fuming nitric
acid and other materials.
When a drop of fuming nitric
acid was applied to the surface
cr vacuum depositec aluminum, the aluminum was imnediately
destryei,.
This protective coating should be transparent to
radiant heat and at the same time be flexible so tnat the fabric
waold not become rigid or stiff.
As far as penetration in an
actual ignition is concerned, a zombination of fabric ind thick
silicone sponge would apparently be suifficient for brief exposure
to the superheated vapors, but it would not be practical to
allow the insulating material to be unprotected from accidental
splashing in daily use.
Experiment 5 was conducted to determine
the best methods of" applying the various clear acid-resistant
materials on the reflective aluminum surface, and for applying
the aluminum-pigmented acid-resistant materials on a vlass
fabric surface.
The Polyfluoron (polychlorctrifluoroethylene}
and the Kel-F Elastomer were applied readily by standard
knife-coating techniques, or by spraying.
The polyethyleneVistanex blend couli be applied smoothly by knife-coating,
provided the temperature of the coating mixture was properly
controlled.
This blend could not be spray-coated in the
standard spray equipment.
In early attempts to apply a Polyfluoron coating on the
Vacal fabric (vac-aum deposited aluminum on glass fabric),
decomposition of the thin layer of cement between the aluminum
and the glass fabric caused a yellow or brown coloration of
the clear Polyfluoron coating.
However, blowing and curing
of •he silicone rubber sponge on the back of the Vaal fabric
satisfactorily removed this problem, as a Polyfluoron coating
subsequently applied to the aluminum surface was not noticeably
colored.
No difficulty was found in obtaining satisfactory
adhesion W both the iolyfluoron coating and the silicone
sponge to the Vacal fabric.
On the pLý'In glass fabric,
however, penetration of the fabric by cither the silicone
rubber or the Polyfluoron presented a ncn-adhesive surface
to the material vhich was applied second.
Rxperi. .ts designed
t(%obtain maximum adhesion of both coatings to the Sasa fabric
are described in 3xperiment 6.
It was found that an initial
thin spray-coating of Polyfluoron adhered well to one side of
the glass fabric and served as a primer for later
Polyfluoron
coatings, without filling
the interstices of the fabric.
The rubber costing adk.-ed well to the opposite, clean side
of tie glass fabric.
karther knife-coatings of Polyfluoron
adh, red to the primed fabric surface and produced a non-porcus
coating.
Under a previous contract,
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A? 33(616)-155,

The Connecticut

Hard Rubber Company developed & cbemlcally resistant, coated
fabric with a coating of a polyehyý_"-,.Vistanoz biend (1).
In later oork dicumyl peroxide wao found to prod-i.e on approciable curing effect in the polyethylene and 'n ths polyetbherieo'
Vistanex blends.
This curing action was inrestigaied fur-h.er
in connection with the possible use of the polymer ihl e;d as
an acid-resistant coating material*
Thkf efaet &cf t1e dicWy1peroxide cure on the physiual. propertil
of polyethylenez acnr
polyethylene-VIstaner.
tleands was s3hovi in
Zxperlmrat 7.
The
remarkable resistance Go flow xihbýied by the ctred polyethylene and blerds at 250oP was also apparent cor shcrtork
periods of time at much highQr temperaturev (O0-60001)V
It
should be pointed out that U- higher iompqraturer a
oxidation
occurs at a much greater rate, resulting in a shortce
useful
life.
It is apparont, however, that for short eoarec'rel'tively
high teraexratures may be aithatocd witthut apprl
ciable 5oftening or flowing of a c-ured polyethylene or-polry:
ethylene-Vistanex coating.
The resistance of the curd .olyethylene and poycttyls4nVistanex blends to penetration by whit% ?widng rdtri acid
was determined in H-Cell t6sts.
It was quito
er-etn• that
the peroxide cure improv*d considerably t'o roiezlance Ox the
polymer3 to penetration by fuming acid.
it *aj also shown

that the rosis•tance of.the polyehylone-V•,re* blends wAr
considarably better thaA that or the p.lyA.tAfLne &IOM, which
agrees with the results found in work to'
th ,wirlier oontmot

The tpolieation et the'per4LX~tts OVI;

to Vie tauex'blende

with the nsw high-denity polysthyX4its palymers should be of
special Interest Ai the prepAration of avidaiftant fabrics
at ordb•iry temoeratureo.
Thb cotirnation of better acil,.
resistanre and reistanoe
to fl•
at high t*pesrtuw~a would
improve fwther the
.tWiial developed under the arlier

sontraot.~

As trnicated In

the Intraduction to this report, the

fabric product doreloped under this contract was to be
resistant to brief e*posuv to a chemical fire at tempewaturee
)p to IO000?, as woll an resistant to white*fuwin
nitric
acid
ani to v&rioua fuels* Four teots were devised as a means of
comparing swples of the various coercial
and wmerimntal
fabrics.
Tiee teots were (1) radiant heat (Globar) at 10001F,
(2) supeaheated *team at O1000,
(3) a-Coll peroab0ility to
white fuming nitric
acid, and (4) ozposuwe to white •ning
nitric
aoid-monoethylaniline flam.
These four tests
sad the
results obtained from the tests
are described ir UZxapwvnts
8 to 11.
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As would be expected, the value of a fabril, as protection

igainst radiant heat was btrongly dependent upon the type of
sa•fPce presented to the heat source (Pperimeot 8).
A highly
reflective aluminum surface allowed cotmpargtively little
absorption of the radiant heat. An aluminum foil s.arface appeared
to reflect ths heat slightly better than a vacuum-depositsd
a•uminum surface.
(%its vacuum-depoaited aluminum, however,
Pesulted in a much more flexible and pliable fabrli)
OutStan•dLng protection Against radiant heat ias shown
by gmples of glass fabric with P vacuum-depositad aluminum
coating on the face and a lay-r of silicone ruboer sponges
0.100 inch or grote*r in thicLknaea, on the back.
Theso
sampled showed Dnly a 25 dsgrse rise in teMerature an the
side opposite to that exposed to 100010 radiant heat for ten
seconds,
It would be expecttd ibAt a coating of almost any
non-metallic Katerial on the faoe of the aIuminum would
absorb a considerable mount of heat and thut reduce the
effcitency of the aluainum reflective zurface.
The application of # thin (0,002 inch) polymeric aoid-resistant ooating

on the fac4 of the

Wleflctivo alumin;.i surface did not

reduce the of icierny of the reflective surface seriously,
although the ;,eduction was qiito noticeable.
Aluminum-pigmented
polymeric coatings absorbed move ha4t tihan the polymer-coated
aluminum aprfaces, but wert still more reflective than uncoated
glaus fabric asurfaces. The low reflection of the almost white
glass fabrIc surfaca at oonqarod with that of the aluminum
surfaco could be oxpected with radiant heat from a relatively
low-teomprature souroo. Por a body at 1000 0 F, the wave length
of the r4diated heat shows a peak at about 3-5 microns (19).
Alux~nks ahows a reflectivity of about 80% to vitible light,
which increased to 98% at 3 to 4 micronas. Most white surfa&e
materials (the various oxides, enanals, white fabrics) show
relatively high raflec\Ivity for visible light (80 to 98% at
0.6 mlcrcus but this falls off rapldly with increasing wave
lengths to values of 10 to 30% at 3 to 4,microns (20).
As indioated in the Introduction to this report. an
accidental: ignition of fuel and oxidizer would probably
produce not only radiant heat in the range of l0000P, or
higher, but would scatter s heated mixture of reactants
which at the temperatures I-avolvod could be present in
the form of highly superk
sd vapors.
The opinion has
heen expressed tnat althuugh radiant heat can be readily
reflected by a lightweight fabric of the proper construc..ion, a -iore serious problem is presented by the presence
of the auperheated vapors.
Such a serious problem Is well
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known to users of presenit porous asbestos fire-f iohting equipmente
In order to conduct a reallitic test with such supotheated vapors, an appara~tus was constructed to genarate lowpressure 10000? steam, to expose the fabric esamples to the
10000? steam for short definite periods of time, and to
measure tho penetration of vapor* through the rabric samples*
This apparatus Is described in Experiment 9.
To protect. against exposure to 10009Y steam, a fabric
must have two properties, (1) low thermal conductivity, an
(2) no appreciable porosIty to the stesma. The silicone r'ub!or
sponge-fabri-i provided a high-temperature-resistant, flexible
low-density insulating material., and It was found th~at a
relatively thin layer of tne silicon* rubber sjxungo (0.420
inch or greater) Was sufficient !to provent noticeable penetration of the superheated vapors.. A samiple of slanuinm
foil on glass fabric (Rayfoil) allowed no measurable transmission of vapor, but transalt~od heat rkpi~ly by conduction.
As would be expected, th* presence of a highly reflective

SUrface Was Of 1ess importance than the thickness~ of the
insulating materici, but the of'fset of Ot'e reflective aur-faas
was quite noticeable.
The outstanding SOMPles of those tested a6ainst 1000*2r
steam were the thick sponge-fabriCs (0.10 amd (1.26 inch,
weighing only 1.5 and 1*l pou.nds per square yard, respectively)
which showed maximum z5;emrature risces on the back of only.
65 degrees %nd 50 doegrse$ fter a ten zecond exposure to the

100007 steam. A heat-rofliowtive surface, while not necessary,,
was helpful.. The various ?olymeric &aid-resistantcoatings
showed little effect on tile recults of the steam test.

Methods of application of the various sacid-resistant.
polymeric coatIng materials on glass fabric were described
In Zxporiment&5 and 6, and were discussed above. Samples
of thess coatings on glass fabric were tested for resistance
to white fuming nitrin. aoid by means of the H-Cell permeability
test. In this test, mentioned in the L~iterature and Industrial
Survey end described in Experliment 1(1, the coated fabric
zaiaplo was placed as a diaphragm between tubes containing
white fuming nitrtc acid and distilled water., The pe.ssagQ
of nitric acld through the* diaphragm was indicated quant itatively and continuously by measuring the pIR of the water
In contact with the fabric on, the side opposite the acid*
This test quiokly showed pin holes or physical flaws In the
couatingv, a" also indicated w~hether passage of ths acid
through the coating was by phytsical dirftuion alone, or at a
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result of chemical attack by the acid on the coating.
In Uxpartment 10, the H-Cell aoold-penetrLation resistances
of' the coated-fabric samles wore compared. It is felt that
the order' of the results shown in Figure 25, i.e., Polyfluoron,
polyothyleno-Vistunex, an~d Kel-V Elastexer, Is correct; this
order' Is in Ipagiomot with earlier wor'k done in this laboratory* The results with respect to the Kel-? Elastomer coatings,
however", ar'. unusually lowe It has previously been found that
the acid-penetration resistance of the Xel-P Ulastomer is Orl
the cama order as that of polyethylene-Vistanex, and considerably loes than tbo resistance of a coating of polychiorotritluoroothylezu. In this series of tests, however, thin
coatings of Kel-7 Slastomer prepared by se'pera1 different
zathods showed relatively low kbesistanoo to penetration by
uhito fuming nittrio &aida
kAknfe-ctoating of alwsinum-pigmented tolyfluoron on
al ass febr~c followed by a knifo-coating of clear Polyfluoron
(final ooa-dng thickiws 0.002 inch) ahowed outstanding
roO-starao, to penetratioui by %tiits fuming nitric acid, withstandin.a 165 to 200 hourif exposure~ in the H-Cell tefore
passago of 2,5 gram of &acid per square meteor of exposed area.
A, brief test was also run to determine the remittance
of th. coating zat,ýrlals to monoethylaniline. After 24~. hours'
iamrsion in monoethylanillne at room temperature, Polyfluoron
showod less than 0.1 perce~nt gain In weight. Polyethylene
gained 2.6 poroeiut and cured polyethylene (4~ percent poroxidj)
;ained +.l porcent in wieir~tt. A polyethylene-Viatanex bland
k60140) gained 2.4 percent and the cured polyethyleoe-Vistanox
blend (4 percent peroxide) gained 5.7 percent. Ke-P Zl&stomer
(uncur~ed) gained 1.9 percent, and cured Kel-? Slastomer
Sained 1.3 Percent In weighf.. These results indicate that
any of the coatings acnsid~rod would have sufficient resistance,
to sonoethylaniline to wiithstarA occasional splashing In
daily usoe

With respect to chemical resistance, the polyah1'.r'otrifluoroetbylano Is considerably better than any of the
other materials teoted, and may be applied and used In
"rlatively tbin coatings (0-001 to 0.002 ihch). A disadvantage of the polyohlorotritluoroethylene is its relatively
low degree of flexibility. It Is ocnsidered to be a rolatii'ely
rigid plastic matvrial whil&i tho other ooating materials
tested (polyethylone-Vittanox and Kel-? Ilastomer) may be
considered to be elastomeric. In a very thin coating on the
sponge-fabri c, however, the po170121orotri 11uoroethyl mie appears
to be sufficiently flexible, and rosl-'tont to wrinkling.
WADC TR 55-32J4
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T..e final test which was applied to the acid- and iieatresiatant fabric samples was that of direct exposure to a
flame caused oy mixing white fuming nitric acid wi• monoethylanil ne.
Open mixing of small quantities of w.ite fuming
nitric acid with monoethylaniline did not result in a detonation, but the mixture ignited and ourned rapidly to produce
a relatively low-temperature, yellow, smoky flame.
As would
be expected from the nature of the reactants, the open combustion proceeded in two stages.
First, there was burst of
flame which dissipated quickly, leaving a small low-temperature
fire burning on the spattered reactant ma*erials.
Even the
initial flash appeared to be one of relatively low temperature,
from the d rk, yellow and clack color and from the amount of
unburned carbon in the flame and drifting arouna after the

flash.

Thermocouples placed in the flame (three feet above

the reactant mixture, and directly in front of the exposed

fabric) showed a mxiLmum indication of a:;out 1650OF, which

was reached in about 3 seconds after mixing.
The temperature,
indicated by the thermocoupLes, then dropped rapidly to a

value below 300F within 8 to 10 seconds after mixing tbe
ingredients.
In most cases, the remaining flames died out
in

less than one nlnutoi.

Because of the relatively low temperature of the flames
and the reaction-vapor content, the flume showed a heating
effect on Lhe test fabrics quite similir to that of the 10000?
steam, -nd dlfferert. from that of radiant heat from the Globar.
It would appe-r that a irotective fabric for use unoet- coese
conditions ehcuid be rnon-.porous to the superheated vapors and
should have sufficient thikness (and low thermal conductivity)
to prevent apreciable penetration, or conduction, of the
heat thrcuih the fabric& A highly reflective surface on ,he
protective fibrIc w-uld be quite helpful at some distince

from the heat source, but apparently added little value in
direct exposure to the flame and heated-vapor mixture.
As a resuLt of the evalauticon tests, an aluminumpigmented pc)lychlorotrlfluoroethylone coating on No@ 116

glass fabric and silicone rubber sponge, with an overall.
thickness of 0.070 inch, was recommended to satisfy the
requirements of this coiitract. An alternate recommendrition
was the sate construction with an alur'num-pirmerted polyethyle.ne-Vistanex coatir.g In place of the polychlorotrifluoraethylen:e. The first=recommerdea constructi or. showed
outstAndit.g re'.sttnne to white fwrirv.r nitric acid, monoethylanilir, arnd Is resistant to virtually all other oxidizers and fueiJ.
It proviled .-o•a protection atirt
penetratil:r -f neat from aictual exposure to a white ftamninp
nitric aci4 - monoet:.yani•r.e flaie and to 10000 F steUM•

ib

The fabric construction i.3 flexible and useful over a temperature range of -80OF to +3900F.
The construction proviaed
less prottection from iOOOOF radiarnt heat than others with
more highly reflective surfaces, but the actual flame hazard
concerned was found to produce relatively little
radiant huat.
The sýcond (alternate) zonstruction, relatively less
expensive, showed good resistance to white fuming nitric
acid
and monoethylaniline, although not as good as the first
construction.
The remainder of the construction is the same as
the first
construction and the insulation value is the same.
The polyethylene-Vistanex coating will burn, in contrast to
the first
coating, but this tefected no difference in the
actual flame exposure test results.
A practical method i
now available for the application
of the polychlorotrifluoroethylene as a thin, transparent,
flexible and impermeable film on glass fabric.
Although this
film is less flexible and costs considerably more than the
polyethylene-Vistanex,
its
properties are filt
to be far
superior for the present application.
A thickness of 0-070 inch for the fabric conatruction
has been recommended to provide the required insulation
against a 10 second exposure to l0000P. The actual flame
reaction caused by mixing white fuming nitric
acid and
monoethylaniline produced considerably higher temperatures
(approximately 1600 0 F), but of much shorter duration (peak
temperature in 2 to 4 seconds, with a rapid decrease to below
3000 P in another 5 seconds or less).
It is possible that a
thinner fabric (0.040 to 0.050 inch) might be sufficient if
actual-use conditions prove that the flash flame is of less
duration than the l0-second target specification.
Thinner
constructions would have certain obvious advantages, such as
in weight and comfort.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. A fabric consisting of a thin coating (0.002 inch) of
aluminum-pigmented polychlorotrifluoroethylerM on eass fabric
backed with a low-density silicon* rubber sponge, c-.d with
overall thickness of 0.070 inch, is recommended for protection
against splashing with white fuming nitric acid, and with
various fuels, and against exposure to a brief chemical ftie
(10000? for 10 seconds) resulting from accidental mixture of
white flaing nitric acid and monoethylaniline, or mixture of
other oxidizing agents and fuels.
2. An alternate recommendation ts the same construction with
an aluminum-pigmented polyethylene-Vistanex coating in place
of the polychlorotrifluoroethyloen.
3.
A fabric consisting of an aluminum reflective surface
reinforced with glass fabric and backed with a relatively
thin layer of silicone sponge rubber was satisfactory as a
heat-resistant insulating fabric for short exposure to
radiant heat at 1000? and to superheated steam at 1000eP.
It was also impervious to superheated steam at 10000 for
a short exposuroe

4* A low-density, silioame rubber sponge compound which can
be continuously blown and cured an glass fabric In standard
production equipment was developed.

5.

A coating of polyeblorotrifluoroethylene 0.002 inoh
in tbickness on glass fabric wi thatood 165-200 hours'
exposure to white fuming nitric acid before penetration of
2.5 grams of acid per square meter of exposed sutfaoe.
Potyethylme-Vistanox and Kel-? Blastomr showed oonelderably
lower resistance to penetration by the acid.
6.
Polyethylene and polyethylene-Vistanex blonds wore ured
by peroxide to render groatly Improved dimensional stability
at temperature& of 25067, and higher.
its peroeAdeo =4
also effected improved resistance to penetration by white
funIng nitric acid.
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15o

Krop, S. Toxility and Fealth Hazards of Rocket Propellants.
b ~re a meeting orth
T.ape,, No -145, doITfoF
nierican Rocket Society, January 1954.

16.

Kidweoll
for Low

,vl--"-1-•ug,
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_

,-D7as.
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United States Navy.

17.

American Institute of Physics.
Temperature, Its Measurement
and Control in Science and Industry.
Ihold Publishing
Corporation, New Yorow, 19i.

18.

Fiock, 9. F., Olsen, L. 0., and Freezeo P. D, NThe Use of
Thermocoupies in Streaming Exhaust Gas.N Third Symosiu
on Combustion Flame and yplncsion Phenomenil.
ias=
and
Wilkins Company, Baltimore, 1949.

19.

Herrington, L. P. Theory of, and Appropriate Methods for
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3peial Technical
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No. 119, AmSrican Society for" Testing Materials, Philadelphia,
1931.

20.

Handbock of Chemistry and Phydlic.
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TABLE 10
DESCRIPTIOP AND SOURCE OF COMMERCIAL MATERIALS
Material

Source

D0scription

Globar, Type AT

5/16 inch bar, silicon carbide

The Carborundum Cvmpany

Kol-F Slastomer

fluorocarbon elastomer

H. W. Kellogg Company

Polyyfluoron

polyohlorotrifluoroethylene

Acme R0sin Corporation

Dispersant *A"

chlorinated hydrocarbon

Acme Nain Corporation

Rayfoil

0.001 inch alumwium foil on

Fromc.

Xndustrioa

glass fabric

Vacuwa-deposited
alualnum coating
Vistanox B- 8 0

Thin coating applied on No.
glass f~brio
polyisobatylens

"DC
15- 3 TA

'A.16

kleot&

Hiningg

Waniufacturing Company
£nja, Company,

Inc.

